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Abstract
Aims/hypothesis To evaluate the role of oxidative stress and
inflammation in the aetiology of type 2 diabetes, we
examined the association of oxidised LDL (ox-LDL) and
soluble intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (sICAM-1) levels
with type 2 diabetes incidence over 9 years in the
Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities Study.
Materials and methods In a large, prospective, case–cohort
design, ox-LDL and sICAM-1 were measured in stored
plasma samples collected at baseline in stratified samples of
581 diabetes cases and 572 non-cases selected from 10,275
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middle-aged men and women without prevalent diabetes at
baseline.
Results Compared with non-cases, diabetes cases had
significantly higher mean baseline levels of ox-LDL and
sICAM-1. Elevated ox-LDL and sICAM-1 were both
associated with increased risk of incident diabetes after
adjustment for age, sex, race and centre, with hazard ratios
for the highest vs lowest tertiles of 1.68 (95% CI 1.25–
2.24) and 1.91 (95% CI 1.45–2.50), respectively. After
additional adjustment for fasting glucose, waist circumference, HDL-cholesterol, triacylglycerol, hypertension and
C-reactive protein, only sICAM-1 remained an independent predictor of incident diabetes (hazard ratio 1.50;
95% CI 1.02–2.23).
Conclusions/interpretation In this community-based cohort
of middle-aged US adults, elevated plasma ox-LDL and
sICAM-1 levels were associated with increased risk of type 2
diabetes. Measurement of ICAM-1 or ox-LDL, or other
measures related to inflammation or oxidative stress, may be
helpful in identifying those patient populations in which to
test whether novel therapies that inhibit specific pathways
related to inflammation or oxidative stress are beneficial in the
prevention of diabetes in humans.
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representative measures of oxidative stress and low-grade
inflammation, with the risk of development of type 2
diabetes in middle-aged men and women in the large,
prospective, bi-racial Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities
(ARIC) Study.

Introduction

Subjects and methods

Type 2 diabetes is increasingly prevalent worldwide, and
individuals with type 2 diabetes are at increased risk of
cardiovascular mortality and morbidity [1, 2]. This association has led to the hypothesis that diabetes and cardiovascular disease share common precursors. A syndrome of
insulin resistance, central obesity, hypertension and dyslipidaemia, also known as the metabolic syndrome, may
constitute these common precursors. Evidence from an
increasing number of basic research studies points to a
causal role of oxidative stress and inflammatory processes
in the aetiology of type 2 diabetes and the metabolic
syndrome [3–6].
In vitro studies have demonstrated that oxidative
modification of LDL renders it more proatherogenic and
proinflammatory than native LDL [7, 8]. Furthermore,
recent studies have shown that oxidised LDL (ox-LDL) can
be detected in vivo, and circulating ox-LDL levels have
been found to be a biochemical risk marker for coronary
heart disease [9, 10]. Elevated levels of ox-LDL have also
been found in diabetic patients [10] and in subjects with
impaired glucose tolerance in the prediabetic state [11].
We previously demonstrated that development of type 2
diabetes is associated with low-grade systemic inflammation in US whites but not in African Americans or smokers
[12]. Inflammatory mediators may be pathogenic by
inducing vascular endothelial dysfunction. Leucocyte recruitment and adhesion to vascular endothelium, mediated
by cell adhesion molecules such as intercellular adhesion
molecule-1 (ICAM-1), play an important role in the
development of atherosclerosis [13]. In several studies, we
and others have shown that circulating ICAM-1 may serve
as a molecular marker for atherosclerosis and development
of CHD [14–16]. Cross-sectional studies have shown that
plasma ICAM-1 levels are elevated in patients with type 2
diabetes [17, 18], and epidemiological studies have shown
that ICAM-1 levels predict type 2 diabetes [19, 20].
Finally, in vitro studies show that ox-LDL induces dosedependent expression of ICAM-1 on endothelial cells and
stimulates ICAM-1-dependent adhesion of monocytes [21,
22]. Together, these data suggest that the oxidative
modification of LDL and expression of ICAM-1 may be
causally linked to the aetiology of type 2 diabetes.
The objective of the present study was to investigate the
association of plasma levels of ox-LDL and ICAM-1, as

Study population In 1987–1989, the ARIC Study recruited
a population-based cohort of 15,792 men and women aged
45–64 years from four US communities [23]. Follow-up
examinations were conducted at approximately 3-year
intervals and included assessment for incident diabetes.
Human subjects research review committees at the involved
institutions approved the study, and all participants gave
written consent. We chose the same case–cohort design
previously used to investigate the role of inflammation in
the development of diabetes [12]. After exclusions for preexisting diabetes or insufficient data, 10,275 subjects
remained, of whom 1,155 had incident diabetes. Subjects
were stratified by race (African American or white). A
random sample of cases (n=581) and of the cohort (n=693,
including 76 with incident diabetes) were selected within
each racial group. Exclusion of subjects with non-fasting
samples or missing covariate values left 581 cases and 572
non-cases for analysis. Sampling fractions were 72 and
39% of African American and white cases and 15 and 5%
of African American and white members of the eligible
cohort, respectively.
Clinical and laboratory measurements We analysed oxLDL and soluble ICAM-1 (sICAM-1) levels at a central
laboratory in plasma collected at the baseline examination
and stored for 15 years at −70°C. ox-LDL levels were
measured in duplicate by a sandwich ELISA using
monoclonal capture antibody mAb-4E66 (Mercodia AB,
Uppsala, Sweden) and averaged. sICAM-1 levels were
measured in duplicate by sandwich ELISA (R&D Systems
Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol and averaged. Reliability coefficients for
ox-LDL and sICAM-1 were 0.67 and 0.98, respectively,
based on blinded replicate pairs of samples of 36
participants at the baseline examination. Interassay CV
values for ox-LDL and sICAM-1 were 10.5 and 5.0%,
respectively.
Definitions and methods used for other baseline measures have been previously reported [12, 24]. Information
on multiple markers of systemic inflammation was integrated into an inflammation score, which ranged from 0 to
6 and attributed 1 point for a value greater than the median
of the cohort sample for each of IL-6, C-reactive protein
(CRP), orosomucoid, sialic acid, white cell count and
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fibrinogen [12]. Metabolic syndrome was assessed by the
criteria of the National Cholesterol Education Program
Adult Treatment Panel III [25].
Diagnosis of diabetes Diabetes was defined by reported
physician diagnosis, use of antidiabetes medications, fasting (≥8 h) serum glucose ≥7.0 mmol/l (126 mg/dl) or nonfasting glucose ≥11.1 mmol/l (200 mg/dl). Date of diabetes
incidence was estimated by linear interpolation using
glucose values at the ascertaining examination and the
previous one, as previously described [12].
Statistical analysis Statistical analysis was based on our
case–cohort sampling design. We used weighted analysis of
covariance to compute adjusted means and proportions of
sociodemographic variables and risk factors, and Spearman
correlations to describe unadjusted associations between
study variables. Weights were defined as the inverse of the
ethnicity-specific sampling fractions, permitting statistical
estimation and inference relevant to the entire cohort. The
adjusted relative risk of developing diabetes at different
levels of ox-LDL and sICAM-1 was estimated by weighted
proportional hazards regression as implemented in
SUDAAN [26]. We used the Wald test of interaction terms
in these models to test heterogeneity in associations. A test
for interaction was performed in fully adjusted models
using continuous covariates of sICAM and ox-LDL and
one interaction term. Analyses were performed using SAS
[27] and SUDAAN [28].

Results
Baseline characteristics of the study population are shown
in Table 1. Compared with non-cases, individuals who
developed diabetes had significantly higher mean values for
BMI, fasting glucose, insulin, total cholesterol, LDLcholesterol (LDL-C) and triacylglycerol and significantly
lower HDL-cholesterol (HDL-C) levels. Hypertension and
parental history of diabetes were more prevalent among
incident diabetes cases. Weighted mean levels of ox-LDL
and sICAM-1 were significantly higher in cases than in
non-cases (42.6 vs 39.3 U/l and 288.6 vs 265.2 ng/ml,
respectively; both with p<0.001).
Plasma sICAM-1 level was positively correlated with
circulating levels of the inflammatory markers used to
determine inflammation score, with Spearman correlation
coefficients ranging from 0.09 to 0.23 (Table 2). With the
exception of a modest positive correlation with sialic acid
(R=0.12), no significant correlations were present between
plasma levels of ox-LDL and the other inflammatory
markers. When we examined correlations with elements
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Table 1 Weighted adjusted means or prevalences of risk factors at
baseline in relation to diabetes incidence
Variable

Incident diabetes
(n=581)

Non-cases
(n=572)

p value

Age (years)a
Male (%)a
African American (%)a
Current smoker (%)
Parental history of
diabetes (%)
Fasting glucose
(mmol/l)
Fasting insulin
(pmol/l)
BMI (kg/m2)
Hypertension (%)
Total cholesterol
(mmol/l)
Triacylglycerol
(mmol/l)
HDL-C (mmol/l)
LDL-C (mmol/l)
ox-LDL (U/l)
ICAM-1 (ng/ml)
Inflammation score

53.5
42.6
33.7
19.8
35.1

52.7
36.4
19.3
21.9
20.5

–
–
–
0.4
<0.001

6.0

5.4

<0.001

116.2

66.4

<0.001

30.5
40.5
5.53

26.8
23.6
5.41

<0.001
<0.001
0.079

1.74

1.33

<0.001

1.20
3.55
42.6
288.6
3.91

1.40
3.42
39.3
265.2
2.84

<0.001
0.029
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

a

Unadjusted mean or proportion; all others were adjusted for age,
race, sex and centre

of the metabolic syndrome, we found that the plasma oxLDL level was positively correlated with triacylglycerol,
waist circumference, blood glucose and systolic BP
(Spearman correlation coefficients ranging from 0.04 to
Table 2 Correlation of ox-LDL and ICAM-1 with elements of the
metabolic syndrome and inflammation mediators in the ARIC Study
cohort random sample
Factor

ox-LDL
Spearman
R

Inflammatory markers
Orosomucoid
0.02
CRP
0.04
IL-6
−0.02
White blood cell
−0.02
count
Sialic acid
0.12
Fibrinogen
0.004
Inflammation score
0.03
Metabolic syndrome elements
HDL-cholesterol
−0.25
Triacylglycerol
0.28
Waist circumference
0.13
Fasting glucose
0.10
Systolic BP
0.04

ICAM-1
p
value

Spearman
R

p
value

0.69
0.27
0.59
0.53

0.23
0.12
0.19
0.21

<0.001
0.001
<0.001
<0.001

0.002
0.91
0.40

0.10
0.09
0.22

0.013
0.021
<0.001

<0.001
<0.001
0.001
0.01
0.29

−0.18
0.20
0.06
−0.01
−0.01

<0.001
<0.001
0.15
0.88
0.86
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0.28) and negatively correlated with HDL-C (R=−0.25).
Not surprisingly, plasma ox-LDL levels had a strong
positive correlation with LDL-C (R=0.56, p<0.0001).
Circulating sICAM-1 levels were positively correlated with
plasma triacylglycerol (R=0.20) and negatively correlated
with plasma HDL-C (R=−0.18). No significant correlations
were found between plasma sICAM-1 levels and waist
circumference, fasting glucose or systolic BP.
Adjusted mean baseline values of ox-LDL and sICAM-1
in different subgroups of the cohort random sample are
presented in Table 3. Plasma ox-LDL levels were significantly higher in men than in women (41.6 vs 38.0 U/l,
p=0.005) and in individuals with the metabolic syndrome vs
those without the metabolic syndrome (42.3 vs 38.7 U/l,
p=0.031). No significant differences in plasma ox-LDL
levels were found between whites and African Americans,
current smokers and non-smokers, or individuals with or
without systemic inflammation as determined by inflammatory score. Mean plasma sICAM-1 levels were significantly higher in whites than in African Americans (278.0 vs
218.1 ng/ml, p<0.0001), current smokers vs non-smokers
(317.0 vs 251.4 ng/ml, p<0.001), and individuals with a
higher inflammation score vs those with a low inflammation score (284.7 vs 254.8 ng/ml, p<0.001). No significant
differences in plasma sICAM-1 levels were found between
men and women or between individuals with the metabolic
syndrome and those without the metabolic syndrome.
Table 4 shows the results of proportional hazards
regression analyses associating incident diabetes with
baseline ox-LDL and sICAM-1 levels modelled in tertiles.
The absolute risk of incident diabetes over 9 years was
11.2% (i.e. 1.2% per year). ox-LDL had a significant

Table 3 Adjusteda means of
ox-LDL and ICAM-1 in
subgroups of the cohort
random sample

a

Adjusted through a weighted
analysis of covariance for age,
sex, ethnicity and smoking
status

positive association with incident diabetes, with individuals with ox-LDL levels in the highest tertile having a
68% higher risk of developing diabetes (hazard ratio [HR]
1.68; 95% CI 1.25–2.24) in the basic model adjusted for
age, sex, race and centre (model 1). After additional
adjustment for fasting glucose (model 2), waist circumference, HDL-C, triacylglycerol and hypertension (model 3),
and CRP (model 4), this association was attenuated and not
statistically significant. Circulating sICAM-1 levels were also
positively associated with incident diabetes. In model 1,
individuals with sICAM-1 values in the highest tertile had a
91% higher risk of developing diabetes (HR 1.91; 95% CI
1.45–2.50). HRs were slightly attenuated in further adjusted
models, but sICAM-1 remained an independent predictor in a
model adjusted for age, sex, race, centre, fasting glucose,
waist circumference, HDL-C, triacylglycerol, hypertension
and CRP (HR 1.50; 95% CI 1.02–2.23). A statistically
significant interaction between ox-LDL and sICAM-1 on risk
of developing diabetes was found in all the models tested
(e.g. p=0.01 in the fully adjusted model). Results of
proportional hazards regression analyses that jointly
accounted for ox-LDL and sICAM-1 are summarised in
Fig. 1. Individuals in the highest tertile for both ox-LDL and
sICAM-1 were at the highest risk of developing diabetes
(HR 2.43; 95% CI 1.43–4.13 [model 2] and HR 1.94; 95%
CI 1.03–3.64 [model 4] compared with individuals in the
lowest tertiles for both). Individuals with either high ox-LDL
and low-to-medium sICAM-1 or high sICAM-1 and low-tomedium ox-LDL did not have a significantly increased risk
of developing diabetes compared with those in the lowest
tertiles for both.

Group

Overall
Sex
Men
Women
Ethnicity
White
African American
Current smoker
Yes
No
Metabolic syndrome
With
Without
Systemic inflammation
Four or more markers above median
Three or fewer markers above median

ox-LDL (U/l)
Mean

95% CI

39.3

38.1–40.5

ICAM-1 (ng/ml)
p

Mean

95% CI

266.0

259.5–272.5

263.0
267.7

254.3–271.7
258.9–276.5

278.0
218.1

270.6–285.5
205.1–231.2

317.0
251.4

300.9–333.1
244.1–258.6

264.4
273.7

257.4–271.4
257.7–289.6

284.7
254.8

274.6–294.8
245.9–263.6

0.005
41.6
38.0

39.6–43.6
36.5–39.5

39.4
38.8

38.0–40.9
37.1–40.5

40.5
39.0

37.8–43.1
37.7–40.3

42.3
38.7

39.4–45.2
37.3–40.0

38.5
39.8

36.5–40.5
38.3–41.3

p

0.448

0.595

<0.001

0.321

<0.001

0.031

0.287

0.309

<0.001
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Table 4 Weighted adjusted HRs and 95% CIs for incident diabetes according to baseline ox-LDL and ICAM-1 modelled in tertiles
Variable

Model 1

ox-LDL
2nd vs 1st tertile
3rd vs 1st tertile
ICAM-1
2nd vs 1st tertile
3rd vs 1st tertile
Model
Model
Model
Model

1:
2:
3:
4:

adjusted
adjusted
adjusted
adjusted

for
for
for
for

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

HR

95% CI

HR

95% CI

HR

95% CI

HR

95% CI

1.33
1.68

0.99–1.79
1.25–2.24

1.05
1.21

0.73–1.52
0.85–1.71

0.93
1.11

0.62–1.38
0.77–1.61

0.92
1.12

0.62–1.38
0.77–1.62

1.36
1.91

1.01–1.82
1.45–2.50

1.46
1.73

1.01–2.11
1.20–2.48

1.48
1.55

1.01–2.18
1.05–2.29

1.49
1.50

1.02–2.20
1.02–2.23

age, sex, race and centre
model 1 variables+fasting glucose
model 2 variables+waist circumference, HDL-C, triacylglycerol and hypertension
model 3 variables+CRP

Discussion
In this large, bi-racial, population-based prospective study,
baseline plasma ox-LDL levels were significantly higher in
subjects who subsequently developed diabetes than in those
who did not develop diabetes. These findings extend the
results of two previous smaller, cross-sectional studies that
reported elevated circulating ox-LDL levels in individuals
with impaired fasting glucose [11] and diabetes [10]. We
further found that circulating ox-LDL levels were higher in
men than women but did not differ significantly between
whites and African Americans.
Plasma ox-LDL levels had a strong positive correlation with LDL-C (R=0.56, p<0.0001) and triacylglycerol
(R=0.28, p<0.0001) and a significant negative correlation
with HDL-C (R=−0.25, p<0.0001). These findings are in
general agreement with those of the Risk Factors in
Impaired Glucose Tolerance for Atherosclerosis and

Fig. 1 Adjusted hazard ratios for incident diabetes according to
combined baseline ox-LDL and ICAM-1 modelled in tertiles.
Compared with individuals with both ox-LDL and ICAM-1 in the
lowest tertiles, those with both ox-LDL and ICAM-1 in the highest
tertiles had an adjusted HR of 2.43 (95% CI 1.43–4.13) in model 2 (a),

Diabetes Study [29] and suggest that ox-LDL is primarily
associated with dyslipidaemia in individuals in the prediabetic state. Furthermore, individuals with the metabolic
syndrome had significantly higher ox-LDL levels than
those without the metabolic syndrome (42.3 vs 38.7 U/l,
p=0.031), which is in agreement with the Health, Aging,
and Body Composition Study in an older population (men
and women aged 70–79 years at baseline) [30].
Plasma ox-LDL levels were predictive of incident
diabetes in a basic model adjusted for age, sex, race and
centre. When estimated in the context of metabolic
dysregulation (our fully adjusted models), this association
was attenuated and no longer statistically significant.
Despite the strong positive correlation of ox-LDL with
LDL-C, LDL-C was not predictive of incident diabetes in
the basic model (HR=1.24, 95% CI 0.93–1.64), suggesting
that oxidative modification of LDL may be a marker of
metabolic changes preceding or accompanying diabetes.

adjusted for age, race, sex, centre and fasting glucose, and 1.94 (95%
CI 1.03–3.64) in model 4 (b), adjusted for age, race, sex, centre,
fasting glucose, waist circumference, HDL-C, triacylglycerol, hypertension and CRP
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ox-LDL was not significantly correlated with a number
of inflammatory markers, including orosomucoid, white
blood cell count, IL-6, CRP and fibrinogen, with the
exception of a weak correlation with sialic acid. The
Atherosclerosis and Insulin Resistance (AIR) Study also
showed no correlation between ox-LDL and IL-6, but did
show that ox-LDL was positively correlated with CRP and
TNF-α [31]. Differences in study populations may account
in part for the discrepancy in results; the AIR study enrolled
only 58-year-old men of Swedish ancestry, whose cholesterol levels and other cardiovascular risk factors were
substantially different from those of the ARIC cohort.
sICAM-1 levels were higher in ARIC subjects who
developed diabetes than in those who did not develop
diabetes, as well as higher in whites and current smokers
than in African Americans and non-smokers, respectively,
consistent with our previous report from the ARIC Study
that showed an association between incident diabetes and
low-grade systemic inflammation in whites but not in
African Americans or smokers [12]. Furthermore, sICAM-1
levels correlated positively with a number of inflammatory
markers, consistent with previous in vitro and pathological
studies showing increased ICAM-1 expression in endothelial
cells and other cell types (such as leucocytes and smooth
muscle cells) related to vascular inflammation [32–34].
sICAM-1 was independently associated with diabetes in
a model adjusted for age, sex, race, centre, metabolic
syndrome components and CRP. The Nurses’ Health Study
also reported that circulating ICAM-1 level was an
independent predictor of incident diabetes in women aged
30–55 years, 94.6% of whom were white, in similarly
adjusted models [19]. sICAM-1 levels were also associated
with increased risk of diabetes in middle-aged German men
and women in the Monitoring of Trends and Determinants
in Cardiovascular Disease/KORA Study [20].
Interestingly, we found a significant interaction between
ox-LDL and sICAM-1 in multivariate prediction of incident
diabetes. To the best of our knowledge, no other published
studies have investigated the interaction between ox-LDL
and ICAM-1 in relation to incident diabetes. However, data
from animal [35, 36] and in vitro [37, 38] studies suggest a
biological basis for the interaction. Interactions between
proinflammatory markers of endothelial dysfunction in the
presence of oxidative stress, caused by hyperglycaemia and
dyslipidaemia, may modulate diabetes risk in genetically
predisposed individuals.
Potential limitations to our study include the use of a
single baseline value for ox-LDL and sICAM-1, rather than
monitoring fluctuations in levels over time, and the use of
fasting plasma samples, which may have underestimated
postprandial effects of oxidative stress and inflammation.
Also, we found the predictive power of ox-LDL and
sICAM-1 for development of diabetes to be modest.
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Finally, plasma storage could have led to degradation of
sICAM-1 and ox-LDL; however, ox-LDL was previously
shown to remain stable in plasma samples stored at −70°C
for a short time [39]. Observational prospective studies such
as the ARIC Study can assess antecedent factors, although
subject to unmeasured or residual confounding, but not
causal relationships. However, the information from observational studies such as the ARIC Study does have potential
clinical implications for the prevention of diabetes. Measurement of newer markers in addition to traditional factors
(glucose, triacylglycerol, BMI, etc) may be useful to identify
individuals at increased risk of development of diabetes.
More than a century ago, high-dose sodium salicylate was
shown to have beneficial effects on diabetes [40], and more
recent studies in animals have clearly shown that inhibition
of inflammation may have beneficial effects on insulin
resistance [41]. Measurement of ICAM-1, ox-LDL or other
measures related to inflammation or oxidative stress may be
helpful in identifying patient populations in which to test
whether novel therapies that inhibit specific pathways
related to inflammation or oxidative stress are beneficial
in the prevention of diabetes in humans.
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